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Our Research & Innovations
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10 years of existence, 100 years of experience
100 years of research and innovation

Today, our Group combines the expertise 
of five large engineering firms, 

each with a long and fascinating history
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Key figures

50
scientific publications 

each year

10 patents pending

6 100
Employees 

in 40 countries 
70% of engineers

1 world-class 

hydraulics laboratory 
(for 100 years) 

200 participations 

in professional associations

180
ongoing research topics

involving 600 colleagues

70 experts 

in charge of scientific challenges

€20 M/y
invested in research 

in 2020
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Innovation as a common good

Each employee promotes his or her innovations, in cooperation with the 
local R&D referents.

Innovation is shared

Artelia's R&D Innovation Committee (CORDIA) capitalises on knowledge 
and supports cross-disciplinary or strategic topics.

Innovation as an organisation 

The Artelia Global Scientific Network (AGSN) brings together our 70 top 
experts in charge of developing our scientific challenges.

Management
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We partner on the entire lifecycle of your project

A full range of services 

from technical

expertise through

to complex project

delivery

CONSULTING
MASTER PLANNING 

& FEASIBILITY

TURNKEY SOLUTIONS

DESIGN & ENGINEERING

ASSET & FACILITY
MANAGEMENT

CONSTRUCTION & 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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An independent multi-disciplinary engineering
& project management company

100% employee 

owned
€637M
2020 Turnover

6100
Employees

85%
in Europe

40
Countries

Buildings IndustryEnergyWaterMobility

Markets
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Our Research & Innovation
Digital twins and modelling
Complex designs, special structures and civil engineering
Digital data and services
Innovation management
Resources and climate
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Digital twins and modelling
Our hydraulics laboratory in Grenoble is innovating on large-scale physical 
twins: Mont Saint-Michel Bay, estuaries and complex structures. The digital 
twins extend our scientific heritage to develop technical, financial and 
environmental optimisations, both on the scale of cities and for 
infrastructures and buildings.
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In 2018, the Centre for Digital Built Britain [CDB2018] set out 9 guiding principles
of the Digital Twin in terms of:

 purpose: public good, value creation, vision,
 trust: security, openness, quality,
 function: federation, conservation, evolution 

A leader for two decades in 3D design, then BIM, then multi-scale and multi-dimensional BIM,
Artelia is now working on the integration of BIM, Smart building and mathematical models for
simulations or designs: it is the combination of these three areas that forms the basis of the
Dynamic Digital Twin.

 The BIM is the unique reference system for the building or infrastructure. It brings together the
3D model of the object and all its systems, the parameters and the associated design,
construction and operation-maintenance processes.

 The "Smart" produces the building or infrastructure data in real time. It consists of 3 layers: the
application layer, i.e. the services; the communication layer, i.e. the building or infrastructure
network infrastructure; the hardware ecosystem layer, i.e. the equipment.

 The models of the building or infrastructure are its theoretical representations. By linking them
to the BIM and the data produced by the Smart Building infrastructure through learning
models, the models progressively reflect the reality of the building.

 With dynamic digital twins, the design, construction and operation models are synchronised.

 Hundreds of thousands of 
objects studied and designed 
in BIM

 Several million m² mapped 

 Synthesis of dozens of lots on 
a single project 

 Complex projects (clean 
rooms, etc.) 

 Large infrastructure projects 
that benefit from advances in 
building, and vice versa

Artelia has extensive 
experience in the design, 
construction and operation of 
all types of buildings and 
infrastructure. 

Our digital twins are tailor-
made to capitalise on this 
knowledge and generate high 
value-added tools for the 
entire life cycle. 

DYNAMIC DIGITAL TWIN
A revolution in design and operations engineering

 The Boiron laboratories called on 
Artelia to create industrial buildings. 

 BIM and 3D coordination made it 
possible to optimise the technical 
volumes of production and 
distribution, and to significantly 
reduce the risks of the site.
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Located near Grenoble in Pont-de-Claix (38), Artelia's hydraulics laboratory has
been operating for 100 years. It is now one of the leading hydraulics laboratories
in the world.

The physical hydraulic model is an incomparable tool for analysis and consultation for the most
complex development projects. It is a complementary tool to the digital model, irreplaceable at
all stages of a project.

This research and innovation centre generates technical solutions in complex configurations, to
better target developments and promote the safety of structures. It is also a fantastic
communication and consultation support tool.

The models cover coastal and estuarine development and environment, port infrastructure
development, stability of maritime structures, port access channels, ship station keeping, river
development and environment, torrential risk control, floodplain crossing, hydraulic sizing of dams,
water intakes and pumping stations, and complex sewage system structures.

 11 000 m2

 One of the world's leading 
hydraulic laboratories

 100 years of existence

ISO 9001 and OHSAS 18001 
certified.

The hydraulics laboratory 
combines studies, modelling 
and research within a 
worldwide community of 
hydraulics experts who 
exchange their experience 
and scientific advances.

PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL MODELLING
The hydraulics laboratory of Grenoble

 It was in the laboratory that the 
desilting of Mont Saint-Michel was 
studied and planned 30 years ago, 
with the success we know today.

 Hundreds of other structures, 
estuaries and coastlines owe their 
durability and efficiency to Artelia's
laboratory.
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The tools for visualising models during the design process are invaluable for
sharing a project and improving it in a collaborative manner.

To ensure excellence in all parameters, we have a complete arsenal of shots and scans to
transform any building or infrastructure into a point cloud and then into a Digital Twin. Our fleet
of drones, ARTEDRONES, also allows aerial photography.

Our collaborative solution, Valyz, allows us to project the digital model of a project on a wall, at
scale 1, in stereoscopic 3D. The participants are then immersed in the project through light
glasses. They move around in the 3D environment and interact with the digital avatar of the
project: displaying and hiding objects, changing materials on all types of objects, moving objects,
etc.

 Latest generation cameras and 
scans, possibly on board 
drones

 Can be produced from any 3D 
medium (Revit, Sketch up, 
Rhino, etc.) 

 From 1 to 5 days of processing 

 A visit to the projects at scale 1 

Artelia is able to carry out the 
necessary processing to 
convert the digital models of 
BIM projects into an 
immersive experience, within 
a few hours, depending on 
the level of detail required 
and the desired 
functionalities.

Artelia is able to offer 
innovative developments 
tailored to the needs of the 
projects. 

ARTELIA 360 and 3D IMMERSION 
Artelia's expertise in augmented and virtual reality using 3D 
stereoscopy 

 Communication with the project 
owner, whether commercial or in 
production, to validate volumes and 
configurations.

 Presentation to future users to 
involve them in the project and 
gather their opinions 

 Design and coordination meeting 

Artelia 360 is a personalised web 
interface for each client that allows 
them to share information during the 
different phases of each project, and 
to benefit from an immersive 
experience through virtual tours 
based on 360° photos. 
Discover it on www.artelia360.com
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Developed by Artelia*, Santiago Des3aDo® is a digital platform that processes all
urban data to design a Sustainable City policy, script it and implement it.

The simulator is a technological feat that combines 3D data, integrates a lot of information and
illustrates an optimised urban project. A 3D navigation puts the latest French technological
solutions in the future urban project.

The tool is designed to provide users with an instructive and entertaining experience. It can be
replicated in cities around the world to encourage the concerted emergence of a sober, efficient
and pleasant city.

(*) Artelia, in partnership with Veolia, Architecture Studio, Arte Charpentier and Siradel.

 12 months of design 

 3 scales of analysis: city, 
district, building 

 5 million 3D polygons 

 11 keys to the sustainable 
city 

 70 indicators 

 40 solution packages 

 130 listed companies offering 
over 200 products 

Managing a grouping and a 
set of very complex players 
for a disruptive innovation in 
a very short time

THE FRENCH SUSTAINABLE CITY SIMULATOR 
A major digital breakthrough for understanding, designing and 
achieving the sustainable city 

 Consolidating a sustainable urban 
policy

 Consultation

 Urban project

 Ecodesign

 Urban optimisation
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Artelia carries out all its projects in BIM with the creation of a collaborative digital
model, which can evolve into a dynamic digital twin for each of our projects.

Another line of research is the integration of several different types of models on
the same digital platform: this is ©BICIM, a registered trademark of Artelia.

One challenge is to organise the concordance of models relating to different objects or scales;
here it is necessary to guarantee the consistency of the data attached to the models. Another
research concerns the integration and disintegration of data attached to a Bicim according to the
scales of use of the digital twin; here it is necessary to work on the attached data and their
enrichment via artificial intelligence.

 Some thirty software 
packages to be assembled 
according to the project

 Billions of digital data to 
manage and make accessible

 Mixing of design scales

 Use of drones: 
photogrammetry, site 
monitoring, point clouds

 Virtual immersion: virtual
reality (stereoscopic 3D or 
not), augmented reality 

 3D printing of digital 
models

 BIM project management: 
data management, BIM 
project management, 
project management 

 Specific IT developments

 Expertise on innovative
subjects: SMART Building, 
SMART City, GIS

The ©BICIM
Building, Infrastructures & Cities Information Modeling

BICIM is implemented on large-scale 
territorial projects, which mix global 
territorial approaches and important 
design details

Artelia manages two major projects that are essential to the progress of 
this research: 

 the Seine Nord Europe Canal, which combines large-scale earthworks 
with extreme precision on the mechanical elements of locks and other 
components, 

 the Pumped Storage Power Station in Hatta (Dubai), a territorial energy 
complex combining dams, tunnels, technical stations and plants.
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Artelia's model developed on the overseas islands is one of the most complex
models produced to date. It allows to:

 Building statistical profiles :

 energy consumption and energy saving potential by sector of activity and by use of the
territory,

 existing and potential energy production on a geographical grid adapted to the
characteristics of each renewable resource: photovoltaic, wind, TME, wave, geothermal
of the studied territory.

 Project these profiles to the time frame of the study today, 2030 and 2050.

 Determine the optimal production mix for the territory to satisfy a given set of technical,
economic and social constraints.

 Assess the need for smart grids: storage, demand management, electric vehicles.

 Assess the economic impacts: energy vulnerability, jobs.

 1 to 2 days of calculation per 
scenario

 1 year built represents 10 
years of evolution

 Statistical modelling of nearly 
one million variables

The model integrates the 
multiple aspects of the energy 
system that we master at all 
stages: 

regulations 

long-term strategic 
orientations

renewable energy production 
systems 

energy performance of uses

network infrastructures

Modelling of complex 
COMPLEX ENERGY SYSTEMS 

To achieve 100% renewable energy

 The process has been tested in 
Reunion, Martinique, Guadeloupe, 
Mayotte, Guyana and Corsica. 

 These territories have a strong desire 
to integrate renewable energy into 
their development and public policies 
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Complex designs, special structures 
and civil engineering
Every day we are faced with complex construction challenges that 
require specific calculations and research. Our innovations capitalise
on our knowledge, combine calculation possibilities, and seek all the 
optimisations to build ever more boldly and serenely.
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The reduction of dam construction costs requires an excellent understanding of
their mechanical behaviour in order to maintain a level of safety in accordance
with the rules of the art. This is a major issue that can influence the economic
feasibility of a project.

 The problem of heat of hydration of cement is usually dealt with before the first impoundment
of an arch dam.

 This forces the designer to implement complex constructive measures, which are not well
adapted to the new materials and new construction methods of concrete dams.

 The new modelling techniques recently developed by Artelia make it possible to estimate the
effect of the dissipation of this heat of hydration, depending on the external environment,
throughout the life of the dam. It is then verified that this does not represent a risk for the
long-term stability of the dam.

 250 M€ works, 200k€ for the 
model 

 400m x 750m x 400m (L x W x H) 

 30 to 50 years modelled 

 40,000 meshes 

 500,000 iterations 

As a world-class engineering 
company for the design and 
construction of dams, Artelia
mobilises a worldwide 
network of researchers 
around the Grenoble 
hydraulics laboratory. 

COST AND SAFETY OPTIMIZATION OF ARCH DAMS 

Coupled 3D thermal and long-term stability calculations 
for arch dams 

The modelling carried out by Artelia is 
the first to estimate the long-term 
behaviour of this type of dam. 

The solution adopted allows for 30% 
savings compared to a conventional dam

These techniques make it possible to envisage a 
new generation of arch dams that are less complex 
to implement, more tolerant of the quality of the 
foundation rock, while being more economical 
than a gravity dam. 
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In order to strengthen the Lille metro, Artelia was asked to provide its expertise
on the future metro, and in particular to try to make up for the lack of test tracks.

These are very difficult to build due to the lack of land in the centre of the city and
the nuisance that testing can generate.

 In order to limit the installation's footprint to a strict minimum while absorbing an increasing
volume of tests (diagnosis and control of VAL trains), a solution has been devised which makes
it possible to reproduce the running of a train in the workshop and to carry out all the tests
usually carried out on track (several hundred metres): this is the dynamic test bench or
inertial roller test bench for automatic metros, a world first!

 The train will be placed on a rolling track to simulate movement on a track while reproducing
the interaction with the various signalling systems on the network. This test device will make it
possible to maintain a sufficiently representative level of testing so that it can be compared
with the use of the metro on real track and thus make it possible to achieve the level of safety
and availability required for the equipment.

Winner of the 2016 Grand Prix 
de l'ingénierie (SYNTEC), 
industry section.

The design idea: to run the 
track under a fixed metro 
train, rather than the metro 
running on a fixed track - The 
dynamic test bench must 
reproduce 100% of the tests 
in the workshop whereas 
they are usually carried out 
on the test track. 

DYNAMIC TEST BENCH
Creating a test track in the absence of available land 

 Transport systems, metros and trams, 
in constrained urban environments.

 Any need for industrial testing in 
constrained environments, with 
scarce land space.
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RFR, a subsidiary of Artelia, specialises in the design of complex structures for
buildings. Our engineering is among the world leaders in innovative complex
facades. This example is a glass façade for the Musée de la Romanité in Nîmes - a
project that is part of the city's application for World Heritage status.

 2.5 years of work 

 3.3 M€ for the façade 

 2,500 m² of mosaic 

 4 sides of the building 

 12 m high and 50 m long 

Thanks to the RFR teams, 
Artelia has unique expertise 
in the design of complex 
facades and in the handling 
of glass, whose physical 
properties make it difficult to 
use but particularly 
interesting for structures and 
ambitious projects. 

DESIGNING COMPLEX FACADES
Design and assembly of screen-printed glass plate surfaces 

 Modern facades and building sites

 Large-scale architectural projects

 Mechanically complex structures 

The large sail that dresses the building like a toga is composed of a multitude of silk-screened
glass slats that are stapled together and positioned according to a variable double curvature. The
whole is calculated to compose a score of sun reflections throughout the day.

Artelia designs the joinery 
supporting the facade and the 
whole process of realization. 

Although the façade does not 
provide air or water tightness or 
insulation, it contributes to the 
overall thermal performance of the 
building by limiting solar gain. The 
calculations of the façade also have 
an impact on the building as a whole.

Axonometric projection of the façade system © RFR
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Quadric, an Artelia subsidiary, is a partner in this major 3D printing project as part
of a design/build innovation partnership involving Freyssinet, XtreeE, Lavigne &
Chéron Architectes and Lafarge-Holcim.

This structure is the first of its kind and will be built for the Olympic Games in 2024. It is a
footbridge for pedestrians, which will cross the Saint-Denis canal from Rue Pierre Larousse (left
bank) to Quai Gambetta (right bank).

By opting for this solution, the consortium anticipates significant savings in materials. According
to its estimates, the use of 3D printing would make it possible to reduce the quantities of
concrete used by up to 60%.

The project's success will depend on the expertise of the various parties involved throughout its
life cycle.

This new technology GATEWAY MADE IN 3D PRINTING

 40 metres long

 5 metres wide

 60% less concrete than 
a conventional bridge

By opting for this solution, 
the consortium anticipates 
significant savings in 
materials. According to its 
estimates, the use of 3D 
printing would make it 
possible to reduce the 
quantities of concrete used 
by up to 60%. 

The project's success will 
depend on the expertise of 
the various parties involved 
throughout its life cycle.

GATEWAY MADE IN 3D PRINTING 
Innovation partnership

The 3D printed footbridge will be built in 
Aubervilliers (Seine-Saint-Denis) for the 
2024 Olympic Games. 

It is currently the only structure of its 
kind in the world.

The 3D footbridge was born of a 
complete innovation process with 
the first sketches within the Rêve
de Scènes Urbaines sustainable 
city demonstrator (co-created by 
Artelia), the search for the site and 
the contractual framework, the 
technical, regulatory, 
environmental and economic 
studies, and now the design and 
implementation.
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Following the Fukushima nuclear accident, new constraints are forcing operators
and design offices to devise increasingly complex models to simulate the
behaviour of equipment subjected to seismic stress.

The assembly of the elements of the ITER fusion reactor in the reactor building is an
unprecedented operation in the field of handling, since loads of several hundred tonnes must be
handled with a precision of one tenth of a millimetre. These operations require the development
of very specific handling devices. We worked on simulations of multi-stage tilting systems before
developing handling and clamping tools for the ITER tokamak core elements. The space
constraints are very strong and require the development of tools with very complex geometries.
The various elements must be immobilised in relation to each other while still allowing for
significant adjustments in terms of positioning.

Following the Fukushima nuclear accident, new constraints are forcing operators and design
offices to devise increasingly complex models to simulate the behaviour of equipment subjected
to seismic stress.

Our innovations have focused on the following areas:

 simulations of the non-linear behaviour of sliding/adhesive assemblies,

 development of handling solutions for exceptional loads in a highly constrained and variable
environment,

 development of mobile tools

 5 years of research and 
development

 5,000 to 6,000 hours of work

SPRETEC, a subsidiary of 
Artelia is specialised in the 
modelling and the production 
of complex and atypical 
mechanical parts.

We work on most 
emblematic projects such as 
the Eiffel Tower, dams and 
hydraulic parts, exceptional 
locks or in the industrial field

NUCLEAR AND SEISMIC
Design of a nuclear crane

ITER (Latin for 'path') is one of the 
world's most ambitious energy projects.

In France, in the Bouches-du-Rhône 
department, 35 countries are involved in 
building the largest tokamak ever 
conceived, a machine that will 
demonstrate that fusion - the energy of 
the sun and stars - can be used as a 
large-scale, non-CO2 emitting energy 
source to produce electricity.
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Located astride Switzerland and France, the CERN particle accelerator is a unique
infrastructure in the world, with scientific facilities on a ring 27 km in
circumference, consisting of tunnels 4.5 m in diameter, located between 50 and
175 m deep.

Major work is underway to optimise the experimental possibilities, with the creation of new
shafts, scientific bases and tunnels.

As the work is being carried out while the accelerator is operating, our research has consisted of
designing and operating the work under exceptional vibratory constraints: from 5 μm the
conditions become unstable and the equipment breaks down beyond 20 μm.

 A 280,000 input model

 Accuracy of 1 to 5 μm

Our know-how in terms of 
complex works and civil 
engineering on constrained 
sites allowed this research to 
be carried out through the 
creation of a very elaborate 
model.

Our experience in major 
works also facilitated the 
transposition of our results 
into contractual and 
operational terms so as to 
transpose the lessons learned 
from the studies and research 
into the actual works, all 
within the existing 
contractual framework.

EXCAVATION AND CIVIL ENGINEERING UNDER STRESS
Virtually zero vibration work

The "High-Luminosity LHC Project", the 
official title of this atypical project, brings 
together several high-level engineering 
companies. Although each one is 
involved in a specific part of the project, 
the sharing of research and innovations 
enables the collective acquisition of 
world-class know-how on this type of 
highly scientific installation. 

Our innovation was to invent an 
exceptionally accurate three-
dimensional geological and wave 
propagation model in order to finely 
model the operating modes, and then 
to compare the measured results with 
our models as we progressed in order 
to implement the work as we went 
along.

Mission accomplished: our project 
was completed without having 
deviated a single particle!
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The replacement of certain parts can sometimes be very costly and significant savings
can be made by analysing and anticipating the real needs related to the wear of these
parts.

As the fatigue phenomenon is sensitive to geometric discontinuities, it is necessary to produce a very fine
model. Numerous parameters condition the fatigue behaviour (roughness, manufacturing methods, types
of steel, corrosion, etc.), parameters which are considered in the analysis via the rules of the technical
documentation in the field.

Given the contacts between parts, the calculations are non-linear and fundamentally more complex.

Fatigue analysis of 
hydromechanical equipment 
is one of Artelia's long-
standing skills and is now a 
world-class company.

Artelia's innovations are 
designed to lead to 
operational and economical 
solutions, from modelling to 
design and implementation.

EVALUATION OF WEAR OF COMPLEX PARTS 
OVER SEVERAL DECADES

Fatigue studies of 3D structures 

On behalf of EDF, SPRETEC is carrying 
out a fatigue analysis on the ball valves 
of the REVIN plant, the first pumping and 
turbining station in France (1976). 

The aim is to determine the level of 
fatigue damage in relation to the 
regulations and to study the harmfulness 
of potential damage.

SPRETEC's knowledge lies in the use of the results of such
a digital model, where a purely computerised approach is
not sufficient. An expert analysis is then necessary to relay
the modelling and provide operational conclusions.

-
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Digital data and services 
We master the complete data life cycle with our acquisition capabilities -
Artedrones, fibre optics, 360 cameras, noise and vibration, urban networks. 
These data are relayed to our visualization, collaboration and design 
management tools thanks to numerous developments. Our Open Ocean star-up 
is specialised in metoceanic data. Our digital developments meet the needs of 
our clients: ©GELITRA to manage delivery flows, ©CAPACITY to manage complex 
projects, ©LAMIA to diagnose structures...
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Tested on the Les Halles site in Paris - one of the most complex in Europe -
GELITRA makes it possible to organise deliveries and guarantee the fluidity of
traffic around construction sites.

GELITRA is at the service of construction site users, making it very easy to register a delivery and
then to organise the service to the construction site from a remote area.

This spatial and numerical management of the vehicles greatly reduces nuisances and makes the
whole delivery process more peaceful.

 In 2016, the solution was chosen by the Société du Grand Paris to consider its implementation
at all its Ile-de-France construction sites. An extension to other urban logistics topics is
envisaged.

 In 2017, the solution won the Ile-de-France mobility awards.

With GELITRA, Artelia invents a carefree way to serve urban construction sites.

 Two years of development 

 Winner of the Greater Paris 
Mobility Challenge and 
optimised in close 
consultation with all the 
players in Greater Paris 

Much more than a simple 
digital application, Artelia
assists its clients in the 
personalised implementation 
of GELITRA with the 
contribution of all its know-
how and experience from 
numerous complexes. 

GELITRA - GEstion, DeLIvery, TRAfics
The spatial and digital solution for the logistics of major urban 
construction sites 

 Optimisation and organisation of 
flows linked to major urban 
construction sites

 Controlling urban nuisance linked to 
construction sites 
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Artelia has nearly 300 sensors of all kinds designed to measure and capture the
most reliable data as a prelude to our projects. Several subsidiaries are leaders in
data collection, such as QUADRIC for the monitoring of engineering structures
and GANTHA for vibrations and noise or sound.

 Other Artelia units are developing innovative data collection methods, such as the Viapix 360
camera in Nantes and at the Grenoble Hydraulics Laboratory.

 We have also developed our offer of overflights and on-board data collection with
ARTEDRONES, a 100% Artelia solution which has a dozen drones and approved operators.

 Nearly 300 sensors of all 
types

 A fleet of drones

 Servers dedicated to data 
management and security

Our measurements are not 
marketed as such, but work 
towards the quality of our 
projects.

They are therefore reasoned, 
reliable and collected with a 
view to maximum efficiency 
and usefulness.

Our total independence 
guarantees an uninhibited 
view of the available data and 
the creation of personalised
management and acquisition 
plans for each of our clients.

MEASUREMENTS AND DATA
Controlling the performance of your projects from the start

We capture data throughout the project 
lifecycle to inform our designs and 
projects.

During the Notre Dame fire in 2019, our 
Artedrone teams produced a complete 
digital model of the cathedral for 
reconstruction purposes. 

All this data guarantees the reliability of our studies and
projects, in which we capitalise on the data for our clients
around three axes: modelling and scenarios, digital platforms
and a Science Lab dedicated to artificial intelligence
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Using a drone to overcome a project difficulty is now an efficient and easy
solution thanks to ARTEDRONES.

• Acquisition in a few hours 

• 80% of services under €10k 

• Services carried out between 
4 and 6 weeks 

Through Artedrones, an 
operator approved by the 
French Civil Aviation 
Authority (Direction Générale
de l'Aviation Civile), Artelia
has overflight and safety 
approvals.

The data collected is fed into 
our processing and expertise 
processes, which guarantee 
the best results and 
applications.

A complete solution to give height to your projects 

 Inspection of structures by 
photogrammetry (factories, 
engineering structures, monuments).

 Measurements in difficult conditions, 
construction of complex models from 
point clouds.

 Thermographic diagnosis of envelopes, 
orthophotography, video reporting.

Our teams mobilise to carry out an in-
depth analysis of your needs. 

The understanding of the client's problems 
(inaccessible structures, dangerous 
situations) and the particularities of the 
intervention to be carried out allow us to 
identify the technical constraints in which 
the drone operator will have to operate and 
the most suitable drone solution. 

Artedrones can then offer you a global solution that compares the constraints identified with the
available offer to determine the best solution for deployment in the field. Our team manages all
of the steps required before a drone can be deployed with the authorities (flight authorisation,
permit application) and monitors operations throughout the project.

The drone is deployed within two to four weeks, and the data processing and interpretation are
submitted in the form of a report managed by Artedrones within four to six weeks.
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Open Ocean is a brand of the Artelia Group dedicated to digital modelling and
implementation expertise for offshore projects, anywhere on the planet.

 Through its Metocean Analytics tool, Open Ocean produces numerical simulations of ocean
currents, waves, swells and winds over long historical periods. This tool is based on a large
catalogue of expert data or data resulting from collaboration with leading research centres.

 Metocean Analytics quickly extracts the relevant data for each point of the globe requested by
the user, allowing the sorting of sources among our database. Then, simulation reports are
generated in a few clicks thanks to the combination of several web technology bricks
incorporated in the solution.

 70% of the solution's 
customers work in the 
offshore wind industry

 154 Terabytes of data 
collected

Online offer allowing access 
to the site's data, project 
implementation simulations 
and privileged access to 
Artelia's expertise in ocean, 
port and coastal 
infrastructures

OPEN OCEAN, 
A NEW PLATEFORM AND AN INNOVATIVE TOOL: 
METEOANALYTICS
For a better management of the off-shore projects

Open Ocean has provided DCNS Energies 
with unlimited access to the Metocean
Analytics solution. 

With this online tool, DCNS Energies 
obtains directly all the wind, wave, 
current and water temperature data, as 
well as the statistics necessary to identify 
offshore sites of interest for developing 
their projects.

The ocean covers 71% of the world's surface and is, more than ever, a key resource for the 
energy, food, transport and resource sectors, as well as being a complex and hostile environment. 

The Open Ocean platform is an essential tool to better 
understand the operating conditions of offshore projects 
and to quickly have a preliminary analysis of the 
fundamentals and the first implementation simulations.
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Viability is an innovation developed by Artelia since 2016 to meet the needs of
small and medium-sized local authorities by giving them rapid access to a
diagnosis of their public spaces, and then to build a policy of technical and
financial interventions to improve and maintain them over time.

 Several G0 of data collected 
on each mission

 A web interface with the 
client who accesses all the 
data and scenarios

Our independence 
guarantees total neutrality 
with regard to the scenarios 
and priorities modelled.

We supplement the VIABILITY 
offer with our expertise and 
advice on request, providing 
our clients with all our 
knowledge, feedback and 
long experience in the design 
and maintenance of public 
spaces.

VIABILITY
Complete asset management solution for public spaces

Several urban areas have called on 
Artelia to carry out a diagnosis of their 
public spaces in a very short space of 
time and then to draw up their 
investment and phasing plans The platform makes it easy to create intervention scenarios by type, area and timeframe in

order to build up several financing hypotheses and reason everything out with regard to the
overall maintenance of the heritage for as long as possible.

These algorithms linking financial and technical data were developed in association with the
research centres of several Artelia partner schools.

 A special 360° camera developed in France 
("VIAPIX") makes it possible to acquire 
images of public spaces by means of a 
vehicle.

 Then comes the interpretation of the 
images, which is facilitated by our specific 
research into automatic image recognition 
using artificial intelligence.

 The whole system constitutes a complete 
and interactive dashboard of the heritage, 
dedicated to the client via a dedicated web 
cockpit.
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The design and development of intelligent buildings or Smart Building projects are
major elements for the well-being of users and the enhancement of assets. These
innovations must be managed and driven by experts.

 As an honorary member of the Smart Building Alliance, Artelia is supporting the digital
breakthrough in the BMS (Building Management System) sector - a real change and an
increase in skills are required to ensure both a high level of technical expertise incorporating
the latest technologies and a certain sobriety of design to avoid a proliferation of disorganised
and counter-productive technologies.

 Artelia meets the expectations of its clients and offers multidisciplinary teams that formalise
and share the objectives and means to achieve them: IP network engineer, SMART package
consultant, technical building specialists, Chief Digital Officer.

 Artelia innovates and participates in the decompartmentalisation of professions, the opening
up of information technologies, the interoperability of systems, the invention of new
applications and services for the future and, finally, the creation of a high value-added service
for our clients.

80% of French people believe 
that digital technologies have a 
positive impact on the quality of 
their work and their professional 
well-being. 

With 50 years of expertise in 
project management, Artelia
has developed expert know-
how in the design of 
connected and intelligent 
buildings.

The recipe lies in the 
collaborative work of several 
of our specialities: 
sustainable development, 
electricity, CFO/Cfa, safety, 
BMS, HVAC, mobility, etc. 

DIGITALISING AND TRANSFORMING THE BUILDING 
INTO "BUILDING AS A SERVICE

Changing the industry and creating the SMART package 

 Tertiary

 Education

 Offices 

 Hospitals

 And any building requiring optimised
operation 
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Innovation management
Internally and externally, we experiment with new ways of working 
collectively to accelerate innovation processes. We publish research 
or articles and share our progress with professional associations and 
external bodies.
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For a year, nearly 200 Artelia employees thought about a more sober, economical,
pleasant and resilient city of the future. The exercise was supported by an overall
proposal: to invest in the possibilities of the aerial spaces of cities and to imagine
living in a lighter way, in every sense of the word.

The results of this exercise in collegial innovation have been published in a series of publications
which address the many subjects which make up the city, reasoned and debated through several
stages of reflection: legacies, concepts and solutions.

 Our legacies are symbols, systems, works of art, artists and engineers.

 Our concepts are positive verticality, the water lily city, the forest city, the lake city and the
energy city.

 Our solutions are designed for infrastructure and buildings. With the will to build with nature,
stacking, free water and the vertical ecosystem.

 1 year of research and 
collaboration

 250 collaborators involved

 15 co-creation workshops 
and a Hackathon

Artelia is highly 
multidisciplinary and covers 
almost all subjects related to 
the city, inventing production 
methods that combine its 
multiple areas of knowledge.

The Grand Projet is both a 
method and a teaching tool 
to give a concrete face to the 
priorities to be managed and 
the capacities of engineering 
to regenerate the cities and 
territories of tomorrow.

CITY’UP, Artelia’s flagship project
Living in more lightness

Le Grand projet a fait l’objet d’une
déclinaison sur quelques cas d’écoles :

 Paris centre, Jardin des Plantes et
Périphérique

 Île de Nantes

 Littoral Montpellier

This unique production brought together a year's 
worth of innovation through the contributions of 
multiple collaborators, to reveal the capacity of 
our engineering to meet the challenges of 
tomorrow by conceptualising bold responses 
while providing concrete solutions.

The major project has been applied to a
number of case studies:

• Central Paris, Jardin des Plantes and
Périphérique

• Île de Nantes

• Littoral Montpellier
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The new design techniques make it possible to go further in the upstream phases
of studies in the optimisation of architectures to save time and resources
throughout the process.

Having modelled the forms selected by the natural evolution of species, Artelia is now applying
the processes of nature, morphogenesis, with the study and development of parametric
architecture techniques.

By modelling its algorithms on the selection forces that govern natural evolution, new design
methods emerge that lead to more efficient techniques and designs.

The modeller specifies his or her constraints (structural, environmental, architectural, economic,
etc.), and several solutions are automatically generated, respecting these constraints and having
been optimised according to different criteria (consumption, material savings).

Among the combinations of solutions that will be proposed, it will therefore be possible to select
the one offering the best balance between the parameters imposed at the outset.

Artelia has also developed generative design algorithms to optimise the design of service stations
with a view to replicability and multi-site deployment.

 First appearances in the 1960s 

 Computerisation in the 1990s 

 Projects around the world 

 Coupling with 3D printing 

 Very many fields 

The Group's teams are 
already thinking about wider 
and more ambitious 
applications of this 
technique, particularly where 
it could allow the integration 
of energy performance and 
material savings. 

Many architectural 
competitions are successfully 
optimised.

OPTIMISE ARCHITECTURES TO SAVE MORE 
Parametric architecture: Generative design

 Large engineering structures, 
ambitious architectural projects.

 Possibility of advanced analysis of the 
works through energy and structural 
optimisation, material economy, etc. 
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Inaugurated in 2015, the Sustainable City Demonstrator created by Artelia, VINCI
and VEOLIA is also an association that brings together over 100 companies. To
date, it has generated over 700 innovative ideas for the city.

A collaborative working method characterises the operation and dynamism of the approach,
which is now recognised at national level and is now geared towards exports. In conjunction with
several partner territories, the association federates a range of initiatives, connects the players
and promotes innovations.

Under the presidency of Vinci, Veolia and Artelia, the Rêve de Scènes Urbaines association has
been approved by the State to co-construct the sustainable city. It brings together players who
deal with the entire life cycle of projects and the city.

 700 urban innovations 
referenced

 10 partner territories

 100 companies and 
organisations

 150 ideas every 6 months 

 Multiple fields of the city 
explored 

 Decompartmentalisation of 
professions and players 

This unique experience is 
based on Artelia's ability to 
support the various aspects 
of the city, from its design to 
its implementation, through 
optimised management of 
the players and appropriate 
technical or managerial 
expertise

RÊVE DE SCÈNES URBAINES
A new way of designing the city

 Territorial innovations

 Ideation on the sustainable city

 Implementation of innovative tools, 
methods and prototypes. Plaine-
Commune was the first local authority 
to become a partner in the process, 
and has now been joined by a dozen 
or so partner territories.

A digital innovation platform has been specifically developed and 
Rêve de Scènes Urbaines regularly publishes books and publications on 
urban innovation and French know-how. The association is also 
working on the best organisations to build to export our know-how 
internationally.
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Artelia built the shop and catering building of a motorway service station from
pre-equipped containers.

These recycled containers are prefabricated and pre-equipped, reducing the need for risky site
work.

The results of this innovation are :

 consideration of the ecological aspect by reusing used maritime containers

 Improved safety on site by reducing high-risk working hours (excavations, working at height),

 reduction of construction time,

 improved building quality through better reproducibility of standards and good practice,

 flexibility of the structure: this solution will eventually allow for flexibility in the design of the
building if requirements change during operation,

 exceptional time/cost ratio.

 650 m2 : building area 

 2,25 M€

 Total investment 

 4 weeks: building installation 
time 

 49 containers 

Ability to lead the entire 
innovation in modular 
construction solutions: 

• competition phase with 
Société Autoroutière, 

• development of the 
architectural solution, 

• design with industrial 
partners through to on-
site implementation

BUILD IN RECORD TIME AND TO THE HIGHEST 
QUALITY
Rosny-Sur-Seine: Shell service station in containers 

Construction of a modular motorway 
service station on the basis of pre-
equipped maritime containers
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Resources and climate
Our research focuses on environmental modelling and scenarios, carbon 
footprinting, renewable energies, decarbonised mobility and green industry. 
We develop innovative methods on the circular economy and territorial 
transitions. 

We are a leader in water resource planning and management tools. Our 
patents concern in particular the maritime sector.
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In a changing and uncertain climate, the proper sizing of coastal infrastructure for
storms is more than ever a fundamental step in the design process.

 3 days on 16 knots of 
calculation 

 20 km wide, 30 km long 

 23 years modelled 

 5,000 points 

Artelia's partnerships with 
an international network of 
researchers enable it to 
maintain cutting-edge 
knowledge of ocean-
meteorological studies and 
to be scientifically 
recognised for this 
expertise. 

ASSESSING MARITIME HAZARDS AT SEA 
AND ON THE COAST
Ocean-meteorological modelling

The Xynthia storm showed that a high 
but not exceptional tidal range combined 
with a particular climatic configuration 
could lead to an exceptional surge

Artelia uses complex hydrodynamic 
modelling to reconstruct past events 
and extrapolate them to possible future 
events. 

To do this, Artelia develops analysis 
tools based on the probabilistic theory 
of extremes to estimate the occurrence 
of simple and combined extreme events. 

Coastal, estuarine and littoral developments are subject to various hazards related to
oceanographic (tides, swells, sea level rise, tsunamis) and meteorological (storms, floods,
cyclones) conditions, which must be subject to continuous observation (establishment of
databases) and probabilistic forecasting of extreme events.
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As a moving and complex natural system, each estuary concentrates the
interactions of multiple stakeholders: fine modelling of its behaviour is the basic
tool for the manager to reconcile divergent interests.

 In collaboration with a European consortium, Artelia is developing the TELEMAC modelling
system, consisting of a set of dynamic modelling software capable of simulating and
forecasting, at different scales, all the physical parameters that define coastal and estuarine
water bodies, i.e. water level, agitation, currents, salinity, temperature, suspended solids and
the transport of sands and sediments.

 2 months of computing on a 
cluster of 192 processors 

 1,600 km2 of sea and 150 km 
of river 

 10 years modelled in real 
time 

 26 vertical levels for 28,000 
nodes in plan 

Artelia studies all fields of 
application in numerical 
modelling of flows in 
natural or industrial 
environments and innovates 
to meet the demands of its 
clients and to provide them 
with state-of-the-art 
methods. 

DIAGNOSE SILTING AND REHABILITATE ESTUARIES 
Hydro-sedimentary estuary modelling

The rehabilitation of the northern 
mudflats of the Seine estuary is a major 
ecological challenge at the beginning of 
this century, which requires an 
understanding of the complex mechanics 
of the age-old filling of these protected 
natural areas

 Current research focuses, on the one hand, on the short- and medium-term prediction of the
evolution of the seabed and estuaries under the action of natural and anthropogenic forcing,
in particular dredging and dumping at sea, and, on the other hand, on the inclusion of water
quality parameters such as dissolved oxygen and nutrients.

DIAGNOSE SILTING AND REHABILITATE ESTUARIES 
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Niki de Saint Phalle's floating gardens are located between the Pont des Invalides
and the Pont de l'Alma, in the 7th arrondissement of Paris. Inaugurated in June
2013, they are made up of five metal floats of approximately 350 m² each. This is
a unique achievement in the world.

These floats form five original islands that offer Parisians the pleasure of rubbing shoulders with a
fauna that finds refuge in a luxuriant flora:

 on the bird island there is an aviary surrounded by a jungle of shrubs that is not accessible to
the public,

 the meadow island recreates a walk among the tall wild grasses of poppies, plantains and
cornflowers,

 the central island is a generously spacious place, favourable to meetings and adorned with
willows,

 the orchard island allows you to stroll on beautiful lawns, in the shade of apple trees,

 the island of mist, the most refreshing, with its misters near large deckchairs.

 Total surface area of 1,725 m².

 A total length of 180 m

 Capacity for 750 people

Artelia is a leading 
engineering company in the 
renaturation of waterways 
and in all hydraulic 
developments.

The design of a floating public 
space requires a perfect 
command of regulations and 
safety, advanced calculations 
in terms of moorings and 
flood management, and an 
integrated landscape and 
ecological vision. 

NIKI DE SAINT PHALLE FLOATING GARDENS 
A green lung in the heart of Paris 

With Paris hosting the Olympic Games in 
2024, the subject of floating gardens is 
often raised.

More generally, developing leisure areas 
on rivers is a recurring solution for urban 
well-being.

The particularity of this project is that each of the five metal floats is moored by
two dolphins. These allow the guidance and the resumption of the loads induced
by the islands: the current, the wind and all the shocks that can occur in an
environment of heavy river traffic. Over the years, the gardens have become
reserves of river biodiversity: they act as a nursery for fish and aquatic fauna.
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The circular economy is a new economic model with a systemic vision that
capitalises on the life cycle of projects and involves several actors, objectives and
economies.

The circular economy works in a loop to valorise in future operations the materials and objects
resulting from the deconstruction of old projects. The aim is to produce goods and services while
greatly limiting the consumption and waste of raw materials and energy sources.

Artelia's research on the circular economy is structured around three areas:

 the implementation of operational tests for selective deconstruction and reuse on building
sites,

 the development of design methodologies allowing for the reversibility and dismantling of
buildings,

 the development of a methodology for assessing the environmental impact of the circular
economy.

Some references already built encourage us in the reality of these innovations, as long as they are
part of the "DNA" of the project from its first sketches.

The BOKKEN project :

• 7 Beneficiary Associations 

• 260 tons of material saved 
from the dumpster 

• 251 tons of CO2 avoided

• 2 lighting & furniture lines 
being prototyped

Artelia is equally involved in 
the demolition, regeneration 
and construction of buildings 
and infrastructure. 

A position and expertise of 
choice to make circular 
economy policies a success 
and to make them accessible 
to all stakeholders.

CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
Reuse, demountability of buildings and environmental impact 
assessment

BOKKEN, reversible design for the use of the 
Olympic Village of the Paris 2024 Olympic 
Games:
• upstream technical and economic studies 

and project management,
• functional reversibility,
• functional reversibility, extended lifespan, 

minimised construction costs,
• value of the asset preserved in the long 

term.
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The Institut National de Recherche en Sciences et Technologies pour
l'Environnement et l'Agriculture (IRSTEA, formerly CEMAGREF) has entrusted
Artelia with an unusual assignment: the design and construction of a hydraulic
testing platform at the IRSTEA research laboratory in Villeurbanne.

 A modular model (3.80 m x 
5.40 m) that can be tilted on 
2 axes 

 Perfect flatness and high 
rigidity of the frame 

 A high precision tool 

 Safe accessibility 

The future research tool is 
impressive because of its size, 
its dense equipment and 
above all its modularity: it can 
be tilted by 5% on two axes, 
the configuration of the 
streets can be modified, the 
water height and the flow in 
and out of each street can be 
adjusted and the pipe 
network can be tilted.

STUDYING THE RISK OF FLOODING IN THE CITY 
M.U.R.I. - Urban model to study the Flood Risk

Turnkey testing platform for urban flood 
research to be tested in two French cities 

The equipment desired by the project 
owner consists of a modular model of an 
urban area (streets, buildings) represented 
on a 1/30th scale and placed on a tilting 
platform measuring 3.80 m x 5.40 m, in 
order to study the flooding processes in 
the city, with in particular the role of the 
interfaces between buildings, streets and 
underground networks. 

This platform, called M.U.R.I. "Maquette
Urbaine pour étudier le Risque
Inondation" (Urban Model for Studying 
Flood Risk), completes the existing 
equipment of the IRSTEA laboratory, the 
construction of which was completed in 
2012.
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Artelia works on water issues at multiple scales, including hydraulic,
environmental and urban considerations. Our engineering is recognised for the
simulation of hydraulic flows, flood forecasting and urban development in flood-
prone areas.

This project is innovative in its scope, with 550 km of waterways modelled. The tool must also
be accurate in order to simulate in detail the flows in dense urban areas. Finally, it is designed to
be easily accessible by anyone via a web interface.

Large perimeter, precision and accessibility are three contradictory notions and it is Artelia's
contribution to have succeeded in bringing these three objectives together.

The model makes it possible to illustrate the floods, to understand the inputs that hindered them
and to construct adequate policies or developments.

 550 km of rivers modelled for 
sector 1

 800 km of watercourses 
modelled for sector 2

The flow modelling is 
accessible to anyone on Open 
Source. 

Based on this support, Artelia
develops specific applications 
for each client, and then 
assists them in using the tool 
and interpreting the models 
in order to translate them 
into urban and territorial 
policies.

FLOW MODELLING OF THE SEINE RIVER AND ITS 
TRIBUTARIES

Development of a flow modelling tool for 
the Seine and its tributaries on behalf of 
the Etablissement Public Territorial de 
Bassin Seine Grands Lacs

The modelling mission was broken down into 
two sectors:

Sector 1: the major rivers in the Ile-de-France 
region, the Seine up to Poses, the Marne and 
the Oise. 

Sector 2: the upstream branches of the Seine, 
the Aube, the Marne and the Yonne up to the 
EPTB storage facilities. 

Application caes
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For 150 years, the traditional response to stormwater management in France has
been to evacuate it as quickly as possible from cities using heavy infrastructure
(pipes, ponds). This management model is costly and also causes multiple
malfunctions.

Today, new challenges are associated with climate change, changes in governance and increased
public awareness. All of these factors require a more global and better integrated vision of water
in and around a territory.

Artelia defends the idea that the paradigm shift in water management will be structured around
the management of urban rainwater, which is at the crossroads of multiple issues:

 the challenge of integrated management by providing adapted operational tools,

 the challenge of shared management, in order to build a consensus and encourage the
support of stakeholders around a sustainable and co-constructed approach,

 the challenge of management at the service of the population,

 the challenge of resilient management, taking into account climate change and its effects, to
position the territory to face the issues of tomorrow.

This new direction, towards an innovative and efficient management of the "rainwater"
resource, allows the development of a substantial heritage, sized with resilient methodologies,
without programmed obsolescence, adapted to the present and future context, taking into
account the issues around water management.

 2 pilot projects

 4 issues around water 
management

 A research thesis at Artelia

The tools implemented and 
the iterations carried out by 
Artelia have generated an 
operational methodology for 
carrying out studies on 
rainwater management in a 
way that facilitates 
implementation.

The ambition of our research 
is to improve the modelling 
tools and refine the methods 
to replicate processes, 
facilitate policies, improve 
modelling and generate good 
governance.

RAINWATER MANAGEMENT
Towards an integrated, resilient, citizen-based and shared management

Artelia Strasbourg designs the Greater 
Reims Rain Plan, a new vision of 
stormwater management 
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Artelia has a long history as a leading player in the design of maritime structures,
including harbour breakwaters protected with artificial armour units. In this field,
Artelia's innovations are regularly in the news, as shown by our successive patent
applications:

 TETRAPODE block for two-layer armouring - 1953

 ACCROPODE™ block for single-layer armouring - 1981

 ECOPODE™ eco-designed block for single-layer armouring - 1996

 ACCROBERM™ toe block including an eco-designed solution - 2018

 50 metre experimental 
section

 3 eco-design pilot projects

 Over 65 years of experience

Reconciling maritime design, 
optimising projects and 
preserving biodiversity and 
resources has been Artelia's
DNA for over 100 years.

By capitalising on and 
combining our laboratory, our 
know-how and our multiple 
consequences, we intend to 
remain a world-class 
engineering company in 
these fields.

MARITIME WORKS AND ENVIRONMENT
Ecodesign of breakwater armour blocks

The Port-la-Nouvelle port extension 
project, for which Artelia is the project 
manager, incorporates ambitious eco-
design objectives.

The ECOPODE™ blocks will be inserted 
into the shell of the port dike.

Our objectives:

 optimise the initial technical function of the 
structure in terms of protection,

 provide a diverse and favourable habitat for target 
species and improved biodiversity issues,

 ensure ecological continuity between the lagoons, 
the coast, the marine and coastal environments and 
the open sea.

In 2020, new developments of the ECOPODE™ and ACCROBERM™ blocks were 
released to capitalise on feedback on the biodiversity generated by our solutions. 
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